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Abstract
The overarching theme dealt with in my work relates to the Space
Age - specifically the predictive futuristic approach to product design
and the pop culture that came out of the movement. During this time,
technological advancements permeated American culture. Manufactures
made the future accessible to everyone and futuristic living became
symbolic of innovation, progress, and prosperity. A blueprint for a futurist
suburban utopia was forged and the American people were ready to
embody the new “American Dream.” Residential Mid-Century Modern
architecture emerged as the new site for this dream and along with it
came a new way of life.
By refurbishing the camp sci-fi aesthetic of the Space Age to fit the
new era of human space flight, my work becomes a playful commentary
on the commodification of the future and the resurgence of space
exploration in contemporary pop culture. Within this commentary, I take
an autobiographical approach to investigating the role of objects in the
communication of identity. Further influence derived from Mid-Century
Modern residential architecture, highlights an interest in aspirational living.
In examining the branding of such aspirational living, I explore mymy
own relationship to domestic life. The trajectory of my work moves from
defining the Neo-Space Age object, to using said objects in a mock
lifestyle brand. This lifestyle brand produces reactions to heteronormative
representations of domestic bliss, which leads to markers of reclamation.

The B-52’s
There’s a Moon in the Sky (Called the Moon)
There’s a moon in the sky
It’s called the moon
And everybody is there, including,
Saturn, Mercury
Saturn, Venus
Saturn, Mars
Saturn, Jupiter
The Van Allen Belt
Roll-roll-roll-roll-rollin’ in Andromeda
Won-ton-ton-ton rama-in-Andromeda
There’s too many rings---This is the Space Age
There’s too many things---This is the Space Age
Just ain’t no atmosphere tonight
If you’re lucky you get to ride in a gold meteorite
If you’re not, you get a mouth, a mouthful of red Kryptonite
You better move over
Here comes a Super-nova
Kryptonite- - Destination moon
If you’re in outer space
Don’t feel out of place
‘cause there are thousands of others like you
Others like you
Others like you
Well there’s a moon, it’s in the sky
It’s called the moon
And everybody is there ‘cluding
‘ranus
Neptune
‘ranus
Pluto
Destination moon
Many gamma rays around it
Van Allen Belt surrounds it
This is the Space Age
Please don’t worry
This is the Space Age
Just don’t worry
This is the Space Age
Others like you
Ahhh ahhh..........
The B-52’s, 1979 Warner Records Inc. Marketed by Rhino Entertainment
Company, A Warner Music Group Company

He’s All Boy

Crystal, Scooby-Doo and the Alien Invaders, Hanna-Barbera Cartoons, Distributed by Warner Home Video.
(Photo: Warner Home Video)

In the 2000 animated cinematic production, Scooby-Doo and
the Alien Invaders, it was a mysterious character named Crystal, outfitted
in 1960’s garb, that sparked my life-long interest in Space Age pop
culture. In the film, Crystal turns out to be an alien in disguise, sent by her
extraterrestrial government to obtain information on earthlings. Seemingly
destined to be alone, the character Shaggy falls for Crystal. As she blasts
off, he is left looking up at the stars, longing for a relationship that could
only be possible in another universe. He comes to the realization that
this love affair cannot exist on earth. This pop culture fantasy initiated
an affinity for obscure, dated pop culture and also offered my first onscreen representation of otherness. In the throes of adolescence, I lived
in a bittersweet montage as characters on set. And from this daydream
I shaped a landscape of longing and, with that, an identity. Though my
role casting was unclear, the identity that began to take form was, in part,
personified by Crystal and her groovy aesthetic.
In Mid-Century Modern Complete, Dominic Bradbury describes
the post-war era perfectly when he says, “It was an age of ages - the
atomic age, the space age, the jet age, the computer age” and the unifying
theme of this age was undoubtedly innovation. In the 1950s, post-World
War II era, America entered a period of economic prosperity. This time is
defined by the rise of the automobile industry and the subsequent mass
trend toward suburbanization. During this time period in particular, the
automobile serves as a notably informative artifact of consumer society
and the automobiles of the 1950’s exhibited definitive evidence that the
consumer was interested in the future. A mass preoccupation with space
exploration and technological advancements resulted in a distinctive Space
Age aesthetic that crossed a multitude of design sectors.
Technological innovations such as airplanes, nuclear energy, and
spaceflight were brought to the forefront of the public consciousness, and
that was reflected in their purchases. Ground transportation began to mimic
that of the celestial sphere. Perhaps the best example of this would be
Ford’s Advanced Styling Studio employees’ dream car designs, published
in the February 1951 issue of Popular Science. Of these designs Denise
Ngo writes, that although they never made it to an assembly line, “they
include several of the era’s most distinctive design characteristics: tailfins,
sleek silhouettes, curved edges, and a hood that could probably impale
you.” In Red Moon Rising, Matthew Brzenzinski echoes this sentiment
and applies it to automobile designs of Ford’s greatest competitor, General
Motors, in which he states, “General Motors incorporated the fast, futuristic

themes in its famous Motorama car shows, which featured Delta-wing
designs, high fins, and space-bubble taillights.” Soon this dramatic design
aesthetic stretched far beyond transportation into architecture, technology
and various other consumer product sectors that held relevance in the
1950’s strive for suburban utopia.
Space Age design aesthetics paired perfectly with emerging
technologies on the market and the public interest in space travel offered
a new marketing tool that greatly accelerated consumption. Manufactures
recognized that futuristic living was symbolic of innovation, progress and
prosperity to the American people. Designs such as the Philco Model
4654 Predicta Television, produced from 1958-1960, played upon such
symbology. Marketed as the television of the future, it boasted innovative
features such as portability and antenna-less operation. Another portable
television, the JVC Videosphere Model 3240, is a prime example of
Space Age era product design influenced by mass interest in space flight.
Modeled after an astronaut helmet and brought to the market swiftly
following the first moon landing in 1969, this particular television design
shows a bold use of color and takes a playful, futuristic approach to form.
Technological innovation of this era did go beyond portability - the AT&T
Picturephone (Mod I) was first presented to the public at the 1964 New
York World’s Fair. Following the World’s Fair, this revolutionary device was
installed in public phone booths in Chicago, New York and D.C.. Due to
costs the Picturephone was unable to reach its full potential. However, the
device lives on in Space Age pop culture classics such as The Jetsons and
2001: A Space Odyssey.

Top: Dream Cars, February 1951. (Photo:
Pop Sci Archives).
Bottom: Philco Predicta 4654 Pedestal
Televison, 1959. Philco Radio & Televison
Corp., Philadelphia plywood, metal, glass,
bakelite. (Photo: California Historical Radio
Society)

Left: JVC (Victor Company of Japan, Ltd.),
Videosphere (model 3240), 1970. (Photo: Rhode
Island School of Design Muesum)
Right: AT&T Picturephone (Mod I) 1964 World’s Fair.
(Photo: AT&T Archives and History Center)

Architecture critic Douglas Haskell used the term “Googie” as a
derogatory descriptor for the ultramodern futuristic architectural style of the
Space Age. Haskell was vocal about his disdain for the style and saw it as
a poorly realized, unrefined, version of modernism. Googie now serves as
the title of what was perhaps the most grandiose manifestation of this design
movement. In an interview with Matt Novak for Smithsonian Magazine,
author of Googie Redux: Ultramodern Roadside Architecture and Googie:
Fifties Coffee Shop Architecture, Alan Hess, argues that the campy over-thetop architectural style “made the future accessible to everyone.” He states,
“One of the key things about Googie architecture was that it wasn’t custom houses for wealthy people - it was for coffee shops, gas stations,
car washes, banks… the average buildings of everyday life that people
used and lived in. And it brought that spirit of the modern age to their
daily lives.”
Hess goes on to site the post-war economic boom as the reason behind
a heightened interest in futurism among the collective average American people. Widespread economic prosperity made the notion of living in the future
seem attainable and in many ways, it was. 			
Along with the “average buildings of everyday life” and public
landmarks such as the iconic Seattle Space Needle, which was built for the
“The Age of Space” themed 1962 World’s Fair, Googie was also applied
to residential architecture. The Chemosphere, designed by architect John
Lautner in 1960, is a prime example of Googie style and ingenuity. Built for
an aerospace engineer, the home is supported by a 30-foot concrete poll
and underground pedestal to compensate for the slope that previously made
the lot uninhabitable. A more economically modest and perhaps even more
iconic example of Googie residential architecture, the Futuro House, was
a prefabricated ellipsoidal home designed by Matti Suuronen in 1968. This
home was meant to be the first in a series of vacation homes. Ultimately,
before being discontinued in the 1970’s, it was mass produced in the United
States, Australia and Belgium.
The discontinuation of the Futuro Home in the 1970’s hints at a larger
societal shift in interest away from Space Age design aesthetics. As the 1969
moon landing brought the space race to an end, mass interest in Space
Age architecture and design waned. Alan Hess explains, “The interest in the
future, the gee-whiz factor about plastics and nuclear power and space flight,
travel to the moon, all of these things that had been new and exciting in the

1950s had become more mundane.” Bringing life lived in the future to a halt,
the general public was no longer interested in driving cars that imitate spacecraft, watching a show on an astronaut helmet-shaped television, or living in
a flying saucer. However, Space Age iconography and an insatiable curiosity
for the final frontier has remained a constant in pop culture. In the 1980’s the
B-52’s made outer space a place for queers and freaks through their new
wave, trash culture sound, E.T. became one of the highest grossing films of
all time, Sally Ride became a prominent public figure when she achieved the
title of the first American woman in space, Sigourney Weaver made space
a feminist battleground in the Alien film franchise that carried on well into the
1990’s, Men in Black brought us into the new millennium, Ancient Aliens has
spread reductive conspiracy theories throughout much of the last decade on
The History Channel and contemporary pop culture is flooded with depictions
of the red planet.

The Chemosphere, 1960 John
Lautner. (Photo: Better Living)

Futuro Scale Models, late 1960s. (Photo: Matti Suuronen, Espoo City Museum)

Much of the contemporary pop culture associated with outer space
can be credited to the privatization of space flight, which has marked our
entry into a second Space Age. And this modern space race is no less
American than the first. In Red Moon Rising, Matthew Brzenzinski uncovers
the dark and complicated political history that fueled the first space race. The
United States government used it as a way to show dominance over the
Soviet Union and find a civil way to “test the military potential of its hardware,”
Brzenzinski explains. This motive was in stark contrast to the optimistic
viewpoint that the American public expressed through consumerism. The
contemporary space race takes this commodification of the future a few steps
further and exhibits results of a long term societal shift toward materialism.
No longer are opposing governmental forces flexing their aeronautic
innovation capabilities, instead it is companies in the private sector that are
racing toward the realization of commercial space flight. SpaceX is one such
company, leading the way in modern space flight with ongoing objectives
such as Mission Earth Orbit: Experience the Blue Planet From Over 300km
Up, Mission Moon: Returning Humans to Our Lunar Neighbor and Mission
Mars & Beyond: The Road to Making Humanity Multiplantary. Furthermore,
New Shepard is a reusable suborbital rocket system designed by prominent
SpaceX competitor, Blue Origin, that is set to fly its first astronaut crew into
space on July 20th, 2021. They have set into motion a plan to publicly auction
off the first seat on this space craft, in which the highest bidder “will travel past
the boundaries of Earth’s atmosphere into space.” SpaceX and Blue Origin
are both companies founded by outrageous means of capitalistic enterprise
and it is yet to be seen how exactly these new forces of innovation will shape
the future long-term. However, what has been made apparent is their ability
to reignite public interest in spaceflight. With this in mind, it is safe to make the
prediction that this renewed interest in aeronautical innovation will eventually
bleed over into the design sector, leading to the establishment of a NeoSpace Age design aesthetic that will once again make living in the future an
attainable feat.

Blue Origin, New Shepard Test Flight 2020. (Photo: Blue Origin)

SpaceX Starship, Mars landing redering, 2021. (Photo: SpaceX)

HAD THIS BEEN A TRUE EXAMPLE OF ON-SCREEN QUEER
REPRESENTATION, IT WOULD HAVE BEEN HIS FIRST
Justin Quaid Grubb
ADOLESCENT JUSTIN (exact age unspecified):
In order to survive, Adolescent Justin must go unnoticed. Taught code
switching by a 1960s alien drag queen named Crystal, he attempts to find a
way to blend in with the human race. Justin is obsessively conscious of his
own actions, mannerisms and speech. He is unable to develop friendships
and his peers critique the way he carries himself. They call him a faggot.
A pariah among his peers, he accepts the same fate at home. To practice
gender roles is in violation of the norm. He is routinely interrogated - probed as
to why he has no human-being friends of the male sex. Cryptic comparisons
are made between Justin and those with which he shares a gender. Most
boys he knows are “all boy.” Not rowdy nor tough, Adolescent Justin is only
part boy.
Adolescent Justin occupies a bittersweet landscape of longing in which he
deals with feelings of isolation and otherness by using the future as a defense
mechanism.
YOUNG ADULT JUSTIN (exact age undisclosed):
Young Adult Justin likes opioids and idolizes sci-fi feminist icons.

1

INT. FAST FOOD RESTAURANT RESTROOM - NIGHT			
FADE IN:

A grungy door on the interior of a fast food restaurant restroom.
NARRATOR (V.O.)
-

Of course I would be supportive if one of my kids were gay. I would 		
just make it clear that I don’t agree with that lifestyle. You don’t have 		
to agree with your children’s choices to love them.

-

I don’t want to have to explain to my sons why two boys are kissing.

-

I already know why.

		

(Beat.)

-

I know you do.

-

Change the channel, I don’t want to watch fags on my TV.

-

Homosexuality doesn’t happen in nature. It’s unnatural.

-

Are we bad parents for letting our children watch Will and Grace?

-

She told us you are struggling with drugs because you are gay and 		
you are scared of how we are going to react. Is that true? 			
Are you gay?

-

No.

		
-

(Beat.)

Good. I was worried.

		

(Phone Rings.)

-

Hello?

-

I heard you like to suck dick.

-

Who is this?

-

Do you like to suck dick?

		

(Beat.)

		

(Dial tone.)

-

Who was that?

		
-

(Beat.)

I don’t know, I think they had the wrong number.
CUT TO:

The bathroom door opens.
ADOLESCENT JUSTIN
Walks in, wearing a teal blue sweater with two stripes — one red and one
yellow. He locks the door, makes his way over to the baby changing table. He
lets it down, takes out two M365 Hydrocodone tablets from a plastic bag in
his pocket, retrieves a credit card and a dollar bill from his other pocket, uses
the card as a barrier for the ball of his hand to crush the white capsule-shaped
pills into a fine powder on the surface of the changing table and then carefully
uses the card to organize them into three lines. He rolls the dollar bill into a
tight hollow cylinder and brings the neatly arranged powdered lines to his
nose. He finishes consuming the third line.
CUT TO:
YOUNG ADULT JUSTIN
Standing over the baby changing table, wearing the same sweater, now
much too small - fitting like a crop top. With rolled dollar bill his in hand and
watery bloodshot eyes he endures the sharp pain that works its way from the
back of his head to his temple. After the wave of pain, he can taste the drip in
the back of his throat. He then feels the rush of numbness.

(Head tilted back, eyes closed, grasping the changing table for
support.)
CUT TO:
The speaker in the far right hand corner of the bathroom above the door
begins playing music.
(Just a Girl, recorded and performed by No Doubt, Tragic Kingdom, 		
Trauma Records + Interscope Records, 1995)
CUT TO:
YOUNG ADULT JUSTIN
Wipes the residual powder from the baby changing table, collects his
paraphernalia, walks to the sink.
CUT TO:
YOUNG ADULT JUSTIN
At the sink, he is now wearing a mylar space blanket tucked like a towel at the
center of his chest. He turns on the sink, uses his index finger to collect a bit of
water, sniffs a few drops up his nose.
(Blankly looks at himself in the mirror.)
Walks out of the bathroom door.
(Music fades out.)
2

INT. LIVING ROOM - NIGHT

The empty living room of a Mid-Century Modern home constructed out of
cardboard, with everything covered in a thick coat of metallic spray paint.

CUT TO:
YOUNG ADULT JUSTIN
Enters the scene still wearing the mylar space blanket towel.
CUT TO:
A handheld, lava glazed, ceramic pod appears at the center of the scene.
YOUNG ADULT JUSTIN
Approaches the pod, picks it up and holds it in a Charlie’s Angel’s pose.
FADE OUT.
END.

Neo-Space Age Objects

Left: Barbarella Ellipsoid Half, Ceramic, 8.5” x 8.5” x 1.25”,
Justin Quaid Grubb, 2020.
Right: Handheld Pod, Ceramic, 3.25” x 3” x 7.25”, Justin
Quaid Grubb, 2020.

Lunar Watertower, Ceramic, 11.75” x 11.75” x 6.5”,
Justin Quaid Grubb, 2019

Mini Capsule 09, Mini Capsule 012, Mini Capsule 15, Mini Capsule 05, Mini
Capsule 20, Ceramic, 2.5” x 2.5” x 6” (each), Justin Quaid Grubb, 2019

The Grid, Ceramic, 7.25” x 8.25” x 2.25”, Justin Quaid Grubb, 2020

Left: Joined Ellipsoid Capsules, Ceramic, 3.25” x 3.25” x
9.5”, Justin Quaid Grubb, 2020
Right: Playing House, Ceramic, 3.5” x 4” x 10.5” and 3” x 3”
x 4.25” (x2), 2019

Makeshift
Household

KitchenAid Appliances in
Golden Harvest, 1969. (Photo:
Sarah Archer, The Mid-Century
Kitchen)

My preoccupation with the Mid-Century time period is two-fold: a
strong fascination with the projects of futuring defined in the product design,
as well as with the reconfiguration of domestic space. The reconciliation with
my identity as other has been met with the heteronormative values outlined
in the new framework for domestic life - which took shape in this time period.
This framework established a reformed version of the “American Dream,”
that continues to greatly shape the values and lifestyles of contemporary
American society. The tactics of futuring which fostered my interest in the
Space Age, are the tactics that brought me to Mid-Century Modern residential
architecture. Substantiated by my upbringing, the appeal of aspirational
domestic bliss is extraordinary.
As the American middle class grew, rural America was transformed
into suburbia in order to meet the rapidly increasing demand for housing
that met the standards of the reformed version of the “American Dream.”
Technological innovation made its way into domestic space through the
kitchen, and the rest of the home followed suit. Bradbury states, “Kitchens
were no longer simply service spaces hidden away at the back of the
home, they became more integral than ever.” At the 1939 World’s Fair,
Westinghouse Electric Corporation coordinated a competition fitting of that
years theme, which was, “The World of Tomorrow.” In this competition, called
“The Battle of Centuries,” a model referred to as “Mrs. Modern” and another
referred to as “Mrs. Drudge” participated in a dish washing competition with
one another in which Mrs. Modern, the reigning victor, was equipped with a
Westinghouse dishwasher. As Sarah Archer elaborates in her book, The MidCentury Kitchen, “The dishwasher was cleaner and faster, yes, but the real
prize was clearly Mrs. Modern’s relaxed appearance: her kitchen duly tidied,
she doesn’t look like a servant.” Mrs. Modern was the American housewife
of the future, flushed with enough free time to rebel against the domestic
formalities left over from the past under the construct of a newly emerging
template for modern living. The site of this new template for modern living
took form in the sweeping trend of residential architecture that drew heavy
influence from Scandinavian design.
As the older, more sophisticated sister of Googie, Mid-Century
Modern residential architecture reinvented the middle-class American
lifestyle. Mass production revolutionized consumer culture and opened
up an abundance of opportunities for architects to experiment with low
cost industrial materials and innovative construction techniques. The Case
Study House Program, brought to fruition by the influential magazine Arts
& Architecture, is an excellent example of the inventive potential of such

experimentation. In Case Study Houses: The Complete CSH Program
1945-1966, Elizabeth A.T. Smith describes the program as a collection of
prototypes designed for mass production that “epitomized the aspirations of
a generation of modern architects active during America’s post-World War
II building boom.” In this collection of thirty-six designs, architects challenged
tradition by placing emphasis on an informal lifestyle that was fluid, connected
to the outdoors and efficient. Although none of the Case Study home designs
were able to realize the overarching goal of mass production, the MidCentury Modern architectural movement at large, became the epitome of
aspirational living and streamlined building processes made such aspirations
feasible for many Americans.

Arts & Architecture cover, January 1945
(Photo: Elizabeth A.T. Smith, Case Study
Houses: The Complete CSH Program
1945-1966)

Arts & Architecture
February 1945
Case Study House #1 1945-48
10152 Toluca Lake Avenue, North Hollywood
Julius Ralph Davidson
The problem: In stating the problem of this, the first of eight CASE
STUDY HOUSES, which the magazine Arts & Architecture, will build as soon
as practicable after restrictions are lifted, it is only necessary to invent a fairly
typical American family of a type that has, in large numbers, indicated its wish
to enter postwar building market. Let us then presuppose a Mr. and Mrs. X,
both of whom are professional people with mutual business interests, the
family consisting of one teen-aged daughter away at school and a mother-inlaw, who is an occasional welcome guest in the house. In this case, we must
suppose that the joint income is sufficient to provide ample but not elaborate
living standards.
While the guest will enter the normal life of the household, it is desired
that some operation be provided; if possible, quarters to be in the nature of a
small separate apartment in which privacy can be achieved when desired.
Provision for the daughter, who’s schooling will necessarily develop into
longer periods away from home as her education proceeds, must be on
the basis of space usable to the parents when not given over to the child.
We might assume a variety of interest in activities related to the work of the
parents, provision for indulgence in gardening as exercise and recreation,
and also arrangements for an indoor hobby in which they both might share.
Inasmuch as it might be presumed that this will be a servant less house, it
must be designed in such a way that care and upkeep do not interfere with
the professional activities of the occupants. The house is to be a simple and
straightforward expression of the living demand of modern-minded people
pithing to come with their living problems of a contemporary basis.
The solution by J.R. Davidson: In my approach to this problem I
found it necessary to make a thorough investigation of building materials and
technical innovations that would be available immediately upon the lifting of
restrictions. I have found myself necessarily limited to those materials that
are specifically scheduled for use in postwar building and have, therefore,
not felt it a legitimate part of this problem to use anything in building that is
not to be a part of the immediate future. However, the task of designing this
particular house for the purpose of solving this particular problem is not only a
practical and ingenious assembling of structural parts, it is also of necessity a
transmutation of moods and sympathies into forms.

The property is a fairly level lot with frontage of 210 feet along the
southerly side of a private street with a depth of 70 feet, the south and north
line being at an angle of 45 degrees on the street front. It is assumed that the
clients wish a simple, efficient and comfortable house that they want to take
the fullest advantage of the climate that makes inside-outside living possible
in this area. Provision, therefore, is to be made for outdoor eating, and the
interior is to provide ample space for entertaining on an informal friendly basis.
On the supposition that the clients will wish to be surrounded by a few good
pictures and space for an expanding library, wall space and ample storage
space is to be provided.
In as much as the site is in a district were a limited number of rental
units on the same property will be allowed, provision is made in the design for
the additional building of two income units. These have been planned in such
a way that complete privacy will exist for all living on the property.
The house is planned upon a two-foot square module, and is set,
as nearly as possible, diagonally across the lot in order to gain maximum
exposure to the sun. This placing, and the shallow depth of the lot,
determined the development of a rather long, rectangular plan which is the
preferred arrangement in these circumstances. All bedrooms have cross
ventilation. As the man and wife leave together in the morning, dressing
activities have been provided for with two separate dressing-bathrooms. The
kitchen is adjacent to the dressing-bedroom wing, and by this arrangement,
Mrs. X can attend easily to the preparation of breakfast and quick meals while
dressing or working at the bedroom desk. One of the two garages is close to
the kitchen, and the kitchen opens to a brick paved court with a view to the
orchard. This court provides a convenient and informal outdoor eating space,
and the wall to the south-west-south gives protection against the prevailing
wind.
Since there is no view from the ground floor to be considered, all
outdoor living areas are walled in for privacy. The guest room looks to the
mountains from the north and west - the outlook is a compensation for
this exposure. In addition, this exposure azures privacy to both owner and
tenants. The extension of the balcony in front of the upper stair hall windows
makes possible easier cleaning of these windows. For ease in housekeeping
and up-keep, the house is designed without corridor, and gardening is
minimized by paving a large part of the outdoor spaces.

Bottom Left: CSH #1 sketch, J.R. Davidson, 1948. (Photo: Arts &
Architecture)
Right: CSH #1 blueprint, J.R. Davidson, 1948. (Photo: Arts &
Architecture)

Left: CSH #1 front entry. (Photo: Bolster)
Bottom Right: CSH #9 exterior sketch. (Photo: Julius Shulman)

Left: CSH #9 blueprint. (Photo: Arts & Architecture)
Right Top: CSH #9 (Photo: Julius Shulman)

CSH #9 double sided fireplace. (Photo: Julius Shulman)

Bottom Right: CSH #28 (Photo: Julius Shulman)
Left: CSH #28 blueprint (Photo: Arts & Architecture)

CSH #28 pool. (Photo: Julius Shulman)

CSH #28 atrium. (Photo: Julius Shulman)

To furnish these modern homes industrial designers of the time such
as, Russel Wright, brought distinctly American designs to an eager market.
In his book, Mid-Century: Interiors, Furniture, Design Details, Bradley Quinn
makes consumers’ eagerness clear by stating,
“Nowhere in the glossy images of these interior landscapes did a
shadow of melancholy fall to dispel the vision of familial accord; the
modern family found validation and expression in the objects with which
they surrounded themselves.”
Bradbury validates this statement by making the argument that during
this time period, “Issues of image, identity, and styling had never been so
crucial.” The success of Russel Wright’s American Modern dinnerware line
is evidence of this. As the best selling dinnerware line in American history, it
utilized a biomorphic treatment of form in a range of colors. Coral, Seafoam
Blue, Chartreuse Curry, Granite Gray, White and Bean Brown were the first
colors offered in the initial twelve-piece starter set. Later came Cedar Green,
Cantaloupe, Glacier Blue, and Black Chutney. The colors were meant to be
interchangeable among the set, with the goal of giving the consumer options
to mix and match in order to showcase their individuality. In 1950, following
the initial success of American Modern, Wright and his wife Mary published
their Guide to Easier Living. Serving as further evidence suggesting that the
American people were ready to fully embrace the identity of Ms. Modern, this
guide offered suggestions for running an efficient household and instructions
on how to navigate the new informal standard for modern living. Mary and
Russel Wright’s Guide to Easier Living is essentially a blueprint for a lifestyle
brand and Wright’s career can be directly tied to the successful marketing of
such brands on the market today.

Top Right: Russel Wright, American Modern Dinnerware,
Glazed earthenware, manufactured by Stebenville Pottery
Company, 1937. (Photo: MoMA)
Left: American Modern Dinnerware displayed at Manitoga.
(Photo: The Russel Wright Design Center)

Dear Mr. X,
I was in the shower, washing myself clean of you, while you were in my bed
searching for something that I couldn’t give you. I want so badly to forget that
night. You made me sick with rage and sadness. As you left my apartment
I had never felt so alone, crying myself to sleep just to turn around and let
you back in the next day. In that moment I realized that you weren’t who I so
desperately wanted you to be and you didn’t care for me the way I needed
you to. But I know myself well enough to know that I can never do anything
just once, so I let you show me many more times where you thought I
belonged. You continue to relegate me to the sidelines. I don’t have enough
self worth to acknowledge why you would want me in your life at all, maybe
your reasoning is much more sinister than I thought. Manipulative isn’t a word
I would ever use to describe you and yet, somehow, you always seem to get
what you want from me. Even when what you want makes me miserable.
I will continue to play house, they always made me feel like I couldn’t have
the real thing anyway. So I might as well enjoy what little you give me, even if
you’re playing a completely different game.
Dysfunction worked to solidify our connection, as it was a space that we
were both familiar with. Our relationship was built on dysfunction and
mutual experiences of isolation. I have never been able to accept that you
aren’t capable of loving me the way I need you to. There have been many
moments in which I have realized that you weren’t who I desperately wanted
you to be. In a demonstration of my self worth, I let you show me many times
where you thought I belonged. You continually relegated me to the sidelines
of your life and I always allowed you to dictate the terms of our relationship.
Manipulative isn’t a word I would ever use to describe you and yet, somehow,
you always seem to get what you want from me. Even when what you
want makes me miserable. Sometimes I wish I would have had enough self
esteem to walk away after that first betrayal. Instead, I chose to stay for the
good moments in between.
Consistently, I put myself in situations where I unconsciously gage your love.
When I told you to hit me I didn’t think that you would do it, or maybe I thought
you would do it playfully? I certainly didn’t think you would do it three times in
a row. So frustrated by your rejection of me, I just wanted to feel something
from you. I was not prepared for the feeling I got when I was picking up my
sun glasses off of the floorboard of your car. That feeling was familiar and I
had felt it many times before. I felt it the time I caught you on Grindr, just after
we had been intimate. I was in the shower, washing myself clean of you,
while you were in my bed searching for something that I couldn’t give you. I

then felt it a few months later, when you packed up all of my belongings from
your apartment in a plastic bag and handed it to me through the crack of
your door. I felt it that time I saw you get out of your car in your parking lot after
you told me that you were sleeping. I felt it the time I gave you a blow job the
morning after you told me that you didn’t want to see me anymore. When
you finished you asked me if I was mad at you. I said no, then you got in the
shower to get ready for work as I rolled over and cried silently. I felt it the time
you shoved me to the ground outside of that bar three winters ago, and when
you hit me on the head after I wouldn’t shut up. I felt it when I overheard you
telling that guy at pride that we weren’t together. I felt it the time you casually,
over dinner, told me that I care for you more than you do me. I felt it the time
you told me that he had spent the night. And I felt it when you told me that you
met someone new.
I want so badly to forget all of these incidents. You have made me sick with
rage and sadness, but my identity no longer hangs in the balance of our
relationship. We were playing house, a game that I loved to play with you. In
this game staying at your apartment for weeks on end, cooking and cleaning
for you, folding your laundry the way you like, waiting for you to come home
from work, taking care of Bean and catering to your every need became
things that I loved to do. As much as I wanted this to be a reality, you made
it clear that we were only playing a game by choosing when to label me as
your partner and when not to. I wanted to show you love and I wanted to feel
love. You showed me your best and your worst. Through our relationship
I got a glimpse of what my life could be, I felt connection and a sense of
belonging. Now I’m left longing for this dysfunctional makeshift household,
waiting for one of my visits in which we resume this game and I reprise my
role as housewife.
XXXO,
Justin

Somewhere Between Mr. and Mrs. X
Justin Quaid Grubb
ADULT JUSTIN:
Shifting between households, Adult Justin experienced two different versions
of his own childhood. The separate family units who raised him differed
greatly and he learned to navigate each carefully, all the while conscious of
one while living in the other. To further complicate matters, each household
was on separate ends of the working-class economic spectrum. He felt
shame in regard to the household with the lower economic status, although it
was the one in which he felt the most love and acceptance. Each family unit
had its own issues. Many complications followed.
Adult Justin studies blueprints. In the blueprints the families are as simple
as their dwelling needs. Roles are defined and spaces are optimized for
maximum functionality. The people who inhabit these blueprints are happy,
wholesome and “typical.” And no one has to utilize Crystal’s code switching
tactics.
Now Adult Justin searches for his own blueprint.
MR.X:
Mr. X is complicated. His search leads elsewhere.

1

INT. LIVING ROOM - DAY

CUT TO:

The living room of a makeshift metallic painted cardboard Mid-Century
Modern home. At the center of the space is a very impractical coffee table
made of oak, metallic painted concrete, black ceramic legs, and industrial
mesh. On the concrete disks of the table are carefully placed pod groupings.
CUT TO:
ADULT JUSTIN
Outfitted in a mylar jumpsuit with an astronaut helmet made out of aluminum
foil and cellophane he makes his way to have a seat at the pod table.
(In high spirits. Riding the high of adventure - not Hydrocodone
tabs!)
MR. X
Follows Adult Justin to have a seat at the opposite end of the pod table. He
is wearing a matching mylar jumpsuit and aluminum foil and cellophane
astronaut helmet.
(In high spirits. Riding the high of adventure.)
CUT TO:
Seated opposite of one another, they remove their helmets.
MR. X
Looks across the table at Adult Justin and begins to speak.
(His mouth does not form words. It just moves up and down.)
NARRATOR (V.O.)
-

Lies
Lies

-

Lies
(Beat.)

-

Truth
Truth
Truth

CUT TO:
MR. X

Closes his mouth and blinks.
CUT TO:
ADULT JUSTIN
He gasps and looks back at Mr. X.
(Very distressed.)
CUT TO:
In unison Adult Justin and Mr. X each flip their end of the pod table. This
sends pods and debris across the room.
CUT TO:
ADULT JUSTIN
Adult Justin is now alone in the center of the room. He is standing,
surrounded by miscellaneous pods. He looks around the room and then runs
out.
2

EXT. TRAIL - DUSK
CUT TO:

The trail leads into a forest of pine trees (think E.T., 1982).
ADULT JUSTIN
Adult Justin runs on the trail until he reaches a clearing near a solitary
concrete cube. He stops, looks up at the starry night sky and lip syncs the
isolated vocals of Sheryl Crow, from the song Leaving Las Vegas off of her
debut album, Tuesday Night Music Club (A&M Records, 1993).
(Out of breath.)
SHERYL CROW (V.O.)
-

I’m standing in the middle of the desert, waiting for my ship to come 		
in!
(Beat.)
CUT TO:

A red capsule with an indigo, yellow, lava glaze, color blocking design
acting as a frontal screen appears on the concrete cube. Coincidentally, the
capsule’s red coloring is similar to the color of Mr. X’s car (Adult Justin did
NOT slash the tires of this car in the winter of 2018). The capsule is situated
upon an oak structure acting as a makeshift launch pad. The structure has
four yellow spherical legs that have painted metallic concrete placeholders.
ADULT JUSTIN
Approaches the red capsule.
(Music fades in: How Sill My Love, written, performed and
recorded by Stevie Nicks, off of her first solo album, Bella Donna,
Atlantic Recording Corp., 1981.)
CUT TO:
The pod takes flight.

FADE OUT:
(Music continues.)
3

EXT. ARIEL VIEW OF INDIANAPOLIS - NIGHT
FADE IN:

The pod circles the city of Indianapolis.
NARRATOR (V.O.)
-

Prepare for blastoff to…
(Beat.)

-

Destination unknown.
(Beat.)

-

Time period of destination…
(Beat.)

-

Past, present, and future.
CUT TO:

The pod blasts-off.
(Shooting star visual.)
(Music fades.)
FADE OUT:
END.

Excerpts from a Neo-Space Age
Lifestyle Brand

I Don’t Know What Mars Is and I
Was Never There, Ceramic, Oak,
Concrete, Mesh, 13.25” x 5.25” x
43.75”, Justin Quaid Grubb, 2020

Pod Status: No Points of Connection,
Ceramic, Oak, Concrete, Mesh, Metallic Paint,
8.58’ x 5’ x 1.7’, Justin Quaid Grubb, 2020

Ellipsoid Tabletop Lander, Ceramic, Oak, Felt
Base Stem Glides, Mesh, Metallic Paint, 16” x
16” x 5.25”, Justin Quaid Grubb, 2020

Wake Me Up in 154 Hours, Ceramic, Oak,
Concrete, Metallic Paint, 5.3’ x 5.3’ x 2.4’, Justin
Quaid Grubb, 2020 (Photo: Miguel Lastra)

Labor of
Reclamation

Experiences and afflictions often shared within the queer community
such as, isolation, internalized shame, addiction and feelings of unworthiness
are much of what I attempt to reclaim in my work. By calling upon the feelings
and memories surrounding past experiences, I reshape them through a
new typology of form. Old memories merge with trajectories of optimism to
become markers of reclamation. Values of manual labor impressed upon
me by my father are transferred to my studio practice, but on terms that are
self-designated. I now use these inescapable values to speculate my own
future. In a body of work that has become increasingly autobiographical, my
associations with domestic life, relationships, and my psyche surrounding
such subjects align to establish a queer space in hetero-dominated territory.
Markers of reclamation materialize as sculptural objects that
mimic domestic objects in form, scale, material, fabrication and display.
My inclination toward the ceramic medium itself, lies in its relationship to
domestic life. The material is an expert at navigating domestic space; it is
present throughout the home. It occupies space in the kitchen in the form of
dinnerware, a backsplash or the tile on the floor, in the living room it morphs
into a vase or a dish on the coffee table, a lamp on a bedside table, and a
bathroom could not function without its presence. In stripping the ceramic
objects of their functionality and placing them within the context of a lifestyle
brand, they disrupt norms associated with the medium. They reference
functional ceramic work, but reject traditional presentation. Positioning the
viewer in a space between the known and unknown, they transcend time
and space, not existing in reality but acknowledging it. It is in this in-between
space, that I communicate my reality as it relates to domesticity.
With the introduction of wood and concrete, I cite the material
exploration and aesthetic of residential Mid-Century Modern architecture.
Practicing an internal 1950s housewife drag of sorts, I am Mrs. Modern.
I carefully orchestrate the relationship between the ceramic objects and
their structures, so that they may fit perfectly into my fictionalized domestic
space. In this space there is order, yet nothing is practical. The objects are
optimistic in their coloration, yet they are cryptic. At times the closed forms
become confrontational, yet their scale makes them approachable. The oak
structures exhibit warmth in their materiality, yet their precarious placement
can be unsettling. The implementation of balance, intentionality, and the
notion of accessibility are all present, but the site of this lifestyle brand is not
one of harmonious domestic bliss. Unable to conform to heteronormative
representations of domesticity, the objects are remixed, DIY fragmentations of
aspirational living, on an unyielding mission to locate a blueprint for their site.

This mission shapes them into devices of queer futuring which, in addition
to speculating contemporary aeronautical innovation’s impact on the design
trends of a futurist consumer culture, probe for signs of habitability.
I use stereotypically masculine labor practices to create objects
that assert my identity as a queer man. Building structures from industrial
materials that are easily acquired at a hardware store, the skills I employ in
making the structures are the very skills that were taught to me by my father.
Raised on a farm, as the only son, I was often tasked with projects such as building fences, building hay wagons, bailing hay, and chopping wood. The
DIY culture surrounding farm life frequently presented me with challenges to
my masculinity and, although I rarely enjoyed the work, I became proficient
and confident in my abilities. The same emphasis on the value of manual
labor that once challenged me to subscribe to stereotypical ideals, now
grants me the agency to craft my own future. No longer props in scenes
that take up space in my conscious, the instruments of queer futuring that
I create now hold their own creative agency. Abstracted representations of
obsessive thought frozen in sequence, they form a sense of community in
their presentation. Unapologetic in their presence, they operate as extensions
of self, communicating the identity of the maker through their objecthood.
And thus, through the intuitive labor of reclamation, they reveal the maker to
himself.

PRELUDE TO MARS
Alexa Derman
(Quite suddenly—!)
-

Initiating visual transmission in
10
9
8
7 and
Initializing transmission verbal and
4
3
2 and
Verbal transmission initialized

-

Confirming transmission receipt.
Do you scan?

-

Affirmative

-

Affirmative

-

Affirmative

-

Affirmative

-

Affirmative

-

Affirmative

-

Affirmative
(Beat.)

-

… Affirmative
ALL
Roger. All units confirmed online.

-

Units online, confirmed

-

And Can I Just Say
It Sure Is Good To Be Here, Sir.

-

Right-O

-

Status updates?

-

Plasma Surge Gel-Core, Contained and Operational.

-

Portal Generator, Vibrations In Tune.

-

Galley And Solars, Rebooting From Hibernation.

-

Thank You, Confirmed. Commence landing sequence.

-

Landing sequence, commencing. Please stand by.

-

Standing by, Roger.

-

Oh-five-point-two-six remains.

-

Roger, Right-O. Thrusters engaged. Let’s
Swing This Baby Around.

-

Initiating swing formation alpha zeta bravo. Targeting: The Red 		
Planet.

-

The Rust Planet

-

The Rust Bucket Planet

-

I Say Let’s Blow This Rust Bucket

-

The Red Planet locked. Please stand by.
ALL
Standing. Standing.

-

Alpha Zeta Bravo swing formation confirmed.

-

The Rust-Red Celestial Terraformation, confirmed. Age 			
approximation, 4.36 billion years.

-

She Sure Doesn’t Look It.

-

Don’t Start, Sweetheart.

-

Atmospheric Composition:
ninety-five percent Carbon Dioxide
two-point-six percent Molecular Nitrogen
one-point-nine percent Argon
oh-point-one-six percent Molecular Oxygen
oh-point-oh-six percent Carbon Monoxide

-

And a hundred percent Babe

-

Don’t Start, Sweetheart
ALL
Alpha Zeta Bravo swing sequence, complete.

-

Thrusters commence hyperspace ejection. Standing by.

-

Right-O. Request information: Time To Land?

-

Oh-three-point-two-seven
…
Oh-three-point-two-six
…
Oh-three-point-two-five

-

Alright! Alright!

-

Oh-three-point-two-two

-

He Said Can It Ya Tin Can

-

Am Not A Tin Can, Nor Do I Resemble One.

-

I Am Not A He, Nor Do I Resemble One.

-

Request Information:
Landing Protocols And Ensuing Activities on…
ALL
The Red Planet. The Rust Planet.

-

I will Acquire Samples. I will use my containment form to retrieve
bio-filtration samples and said samples will be titrated rerouted
analyzed through biotubing towards the extraction of Optimal Data
towards the Bright Future.

-

I will Monitor Schematics. I will open and close gates chambers
and hydrosonic ventilation units as is needed and thus allow
Passage And Ease.

-

I will Maintain The Ship. I will attend to every Lug Bolt Plasma
Pipe and Cosmic Transistor I will Maintain The Antigravity Circuitry
and Optromic Flow.

-

I will Supervise Morale. I will monitor the life cycle hydration and
psychic vibrations to ensure optimal mind potential is Consistently
Maintained.

-

I will provide Support Unspecified

-

I will provide Support Unspecified

-

I will provide Support Unspecified

-

I will provide Support Unspecified

-

I too will provide Support Unspecified,
What A Coincidence Between Us All

-

Request information: Time To Land?
ALL
Standby, standby

-

Roger and Right-O

-

Right-O. Landing is
Imminent.

-

Imminent?

-

Affirmative, confirmed.

-

And Can I Just Say
It’s Been A Pleasure, Captain

-

Yes Captain Sir It’s
Been A True Pleasure.

End.

Devices of
Queer Futuring

Blue Capsules (01-09): Prelude to Mars, Stop Motion, Ceramic, Oak,
Concrete, Metallic Paint, Felt Base Stem Glides, Luster, 6:40;09, Justin Quaid
Grubb, 2021
Red Capsules (01-09): Mars is for Fags, Ceramic, Oak, Concrete, Metallic
Paint, Justin Quaid Grubb, 2021
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Hello? (Photo: Miguel Lastra)
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